
For:_______________________________________

MY 2023
INTENTION$

Planting what I want to see grow...

All Things Align.



2022 INTENTION$
DIRECTIONS:

The first page is made for mind-mapping. Mind maps are a creative,
brainstorming, non-linear, diagram used to capture the influx of 

 your ideas so that you don’t miss anything. Each leg of the map is
dedicated to a topic and each topic branches off to include your

thoughts surrounding the intentions you'd like to set for that
particular area of your life.  This page is used to start considering

what your intentions may be before setting any actual goals! 
 
 

(feel free to change these topics to fit the needs of your goals<3) 



2022 INTENTION$

Finances

Friendships

Family

Love

Healing/
Personal

Career

Fitness



THE GAME PLAN
“If you can’t fly then run, if you can’t run then walk, if you can’t walk
then crawl, but whatever you do you have to keep moving forward.”

~Martin Luther King, Jr.



THE GAME PLAN
DIRECTIONS:

This next section is dedicated to setting concrete goals +
intentionally creating a game plan to achieving those goals. There
is a "Game Plan" page for each topic and/or area of your life to fill

out however you see fit!
 
 

(again, feel free to foster topics according to your goals) 



“Instead of trying to build a brick wall,
lay a brick everyday. Eventually you’ll
look up and you’ll have a brick wall.”
- Nipsey Hussle

GETTIN' TO
THE BAG.
Finance$ 



Friendship

"Find a group of people who
challenge and inspire you; spend a lot

of time with them, and it will change
your life."

- Amy Poehler

BAD B*TCHES
LINK UP.



Family

BLOOD
THICKA THAN
WATER.

"Family should be the place where
you can be your most complete self."
- Oprah Winfrey



LOVE

"I didn’t fall in love, I rose in it. "
- Toni Morrison

ANGEL OF
MINE.



Healing

"I forgive myself for searching for
Love when I been right here this

entire time."
 - Ehime Ora

RETURNING
HOME.



Career

"The universe didn't create you with
doubt. It birthed you with full
awareness of your capabilities.

Believe in yourself, just like the stars
believe in you."
 - Ehime Ora

ELEVATE.



Fitness

 “If there’s one thing I’m willing to bet
on, it’s myself.” 
 - Beyoncé Knowles

THAT
GWORL.



AFFIRMATIONS
“There is so much more to you than you know. I can't wait for you to

remember.”
 ~Maryam Hasnaa



AFFIRMATIONS
DIRECTIONS:

These last pages are affirmation pages to affirm yourself along the
way. Sticking to your goals isn't always easy and sometimes we
need some words of encouragement to help ourselves power

through. I have included some of my own personal affirmations for
when sh*t gets rough, and I've also left a blank page for each topic

for you to create your own affirmations!
 

enjoy



“Instead of trying to build a brick wall,
lay a brick everyday. Eventually you’ll
look up and you’ll have a brick wall.”
- Nipsey Hussle

I am a magnet for money. Prosperity is drawn to me.

I can see examples of abundance all around me.

I am open to receiving all wealth life brings to me.

Money flows to me in expected and unexpected ways.

I allow prosperity to flow into my life with ease.

I’m getting out of my own way when it comes to
money.

GETTIN' TO
THE BAG.
Finance$ 



“Instead of trying to build a brick wall,
lay a brick everyday. Eventually you’ll
look up and you’ll have a brick wall.”
- Nipsey Hussle

GETTIN' TO
THE BAG.
Finance$ 



Friendship

"Find a group of people who
challenge and inspire you; spend a lot
of time with them, and it will change
your life."
- Amy Poehler

I am a magnet for great friends.

My friends are a source of happiness in my life.

Good people come into my life every day.

I am ready to open my heart to true friendship and
meaningful connections.

I am surrounded by the love of awesome friends +
sisters.

I have friends that are trustworthy, reliable, LOVING,
kind, fun to be around, inspiring, supportive, have similar
goals, reciprocal, great listeners, loyal, + SISTERS!

BAD B*TCHES
LINK UP.



Friendship

"Find a group of people who
challenge and inspire you; spend a lot
of time with them, and it will change
your life."
- Amy Poehler

BAD B*TCHES
LINK UP.



Family

BLOOD
THICKA THAN
WATER.

"Family should be the place where
you can be your most complete self."
- Oprah Winfrey

I am a source of joy and happiness for my family.

Everyday I give thanks to my family for the role they
play in my life.

My family is safe, healthy, and happy.

I am committed to maintaining a healthy relationship
with my family.

I am blessed to have a supporting family.

In the presence of my family I feel safe, peaceful, and
content



Family

BLOOD
THICKA THAN
WATER.

"Family should be the place where
you can be your most complete self."
- Oprah Winfrey



LOVE

"I didn’t fall in love, I rose in it. "
- Toni Morrison

LOVE IS WHEREVER I AM

I am worthy of love and deserve to receive love in
abundance.

My partner and I are both happy and in love. Our
relationship is joyous.

I am loved more than I ever thought possible.

I am open to love.

I give and receive love freely and fully in all my
relationships.

ANGEL OF
MINE.



LOVE

"I didn’t fall in love, I rose in it. "
- Toni Morrison

ANGEL OF
MINE.



Healing

"I forgive myself for searching for
Love when I been right here this
entire time."
 - Ehime Ora

I have the power to heal, and I am getting healthier
every day.

RETURNING
HOME.

I trust that everything in my life is unfolding perfectly.

I am surrounded by healing energy.

I  am determined to cure my wounds in soul, mind, and  
body; and i give myself the permission to see things
differently.

I release all emotional blocks that stop me from
enjoying peace of mind

Every day is a new day full of hope, happiness, and
health.



Healing

"I forgive myself for searching for
Love when I been right here this
entire time."
 - Ehime Ora

RETURNING
HOME.



Career

"The universe didn't create you with
doubt. It birthed you with full
awareness of your capabilities.

Believe in yourself, just like the stars
believe in you."
 - Ehime Ora

My career is extremely PROSPEROUS

I am able to invest in the things I care about and pursue
ALL of my goals

 I am always, all ways, allways attracting great career
opportunities with ease as I am naturally driven
towards success

As an abundant being, I make more than enough
money to live comfortably and give back to my
community generously.

I create physical wealth to support my spiritual wealth
as I believe in my skills, talents, and abilities

No matter what I do, I choose to put my full energy
into it and do it to the highest standards

ELEVATE.



Career

"The universe didn't create you with
doubt. It birthed you with full
awareness of your capabilities.

Believe in yourself, just like the stars
believe in you."
 - Ehime Ora

ELEVATE.



Fitness

 “If there’s one thing I’m willing to bet
on, it’s myself.” 
 - Beyoncé Knowles

THAT
GWORL.

I am a friend to my body.

 I lovingly do everything I can to assist my body in
maintaining perfect health.

Every day in every way I am getting healthier and
healthier.

I treat my body like a temple.

I honor my body and my body honors me.

I am committed to my workout goals and will see them
through in order to keep my body fit and healthy.



Fitness

 “If there’s one thing I’m willing to bet
on, it’s myself.” 
 - Beyoncé Knowles

THAT
GWORL.


